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Each section comes packed in a manageable box*

Attracts attention on the shop floor...Efficient freight and warehousing solution

... and the shop window



The Apollo POP, 
space efficient display solution

Modular tandem kayaks fit into most compact cars

More adventure - great for boaters

Tandem paddling - twice the fun!

Why not a 100-person kayak!The KingFisher modular angler kayak



modular kayaks



Hatch in front of paddler to secure 
small items

Solo to Tandem - all in one No roof racks needed, just put it  
in the trunk 

The Falcon - Fun, stable  
and easy to paddle!

Introducing the modular take-apart Falcon. 
A fun, versatile, high-performance sit-on-
top kayak which, due to its modularity, is 
exceptionally easy to carry, store and haul. 
The revolutionary, patented Solo-Tandem-or-
more combination is the solution you were 
waiting for. 

Go solo, go tandem,  
go triple — keep going
Snap in the mid-section and 
your Solo transforms into a 
high-performance Tandem. 
Add another mid-section 
and it’s a triple. Keep adding 
mid-sections and create the 
perfect team building tool 
for as many paddlers as you 
want. 

Performance kayaking
The Falcon, made in durable 
HTP (High  
Performance Thermoplastic), 
is easy to handle in and out 
of the water. With Point 65’s  
innovative Snap-Tap system, 
the Falcon snaps apart and reassem-
bles in seconds for a kayak that is comfort-
able, stable, strong and, due to it’s modularity, 
extremely easy to carry.  The Falcon is a rigid, 
high-performance kayak that you can carry 

with a smile on your face, put into the trunk 
of your car and store under your bed.  

Comfort and ease 
The Falcon features a comfortable seat, cup 
holders, contoured foot braces and space for 

your dry bag for safe storage on 
your next adventure. It features 
an ingenious foldable backrest 
front and middle quick lock 
hatches for easy access to 
your gear, as well as front 
and back tank wells with 
bungees.  You have the 
option of going paddling 
alone or with a friend – 

all in one kayak. With 
a second mid-section 
between  two paddlers, 
you create additional 
storage space.

Easy to own
The Falcon Tandem 
easily fits into the back 
of a Toyota  Prius. So, 

no roof rack, no lifting and 
keep the low gas mileage to boot. It 

fits into a small elevator, under your bed or in 
your closet! Never before has a kayak been so 
much fun and so easy to own. 

Point 65 Sweden presents the modular  
Falcon Solo, Tandem, Triple - and more…

- Affordable
- Strong & durable 1-layer HTP
- Great tracking & performance
- Recessed tank wells aft and front for gear
- Quick lock Hatches in front and mid sections
- Take apart for easy storage
- Snap-Tap take apart system
- Solo or Tandem combination
- Padded back pads
- Integrated cup holders

Features Falcon

Equipped with

Facts & Measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight single
Weight tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Mid section length
Stern section length
Quick-lock hatch
Back rest
Warranty
Colors
Important!!!  Falcon sectiona are not interchangeable with Apollo.

269cm / 8’10” 
388cm / 12’9”

62cm / 24,2”
18kg / 40 lbs
30kg / 67 lbs 

9-11kg / 20-24 lbs
100kg / 220 lbs
220kg / 485 lbs

140cm / 55”
140cm / 55”
140cm / 55”

16 x 13,5 cm /  6.3 x 5.3”
Yes 

2 years



The Mojito offers a new level of innovation 
for recreational kayaks. Created by design 
engineer Magnus de Brito, the Mojito is a 
contemporary, high-performance modular 
sit-on-top kayak. A fun and versatile kayak 
which is exceptionally easy to carry, store, 
and haul. Point 65’s revolutionary solo/
tandem combination is an amazing and 
unique selling point. 

Performance kayaking
With its keel rudder and easy to adjust 
rudder pedals, the Mojito tracks straight 
as an arrow and is a breeze to manoeuvre. 
Point 65´s innovative patented Snap-Tap 
solution allows the single seater to snap 
apart and re-assemble in seconds. The 
Mojito is a rigid high-performance kayak 
that you can carry with a smile on your 
face, put inside most cars, and store 
under your bed. 

Solo or tandem - all in one
No need to buy two kayaks. Snap in the 
mid-section and your single seater is trans-
formed into a high-performance tandem.  
Never before has a kayak been so much 
fun and easy to own.

Ultimate seat comfort
The Mojito is equipped with a super-comfortable 
padded seat and backrest which folds down for 
easy transport. The seat covers are made of highly 
durable and comfortable, honey-comb patterned 
material in combination with a mesh fabric which 
is laminated and molded over sculptured EVA foam. 

More features
The Mojito is equipped with round 24cm water 
proof rubber hatches front and aft, multiple cup/
bottle holders, aluminum rails for attachment of 
gear such as GPS, GoPros and fishing gear.

Get in and go
Carrying and hauling, going solo or tandem,  
the Mojito has the innovative features to keep 
everyone smiling. So easy to set up and go, you’ll 
be having a blast right off the beach.

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Tandem

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Solo

Introducing the brand new Mojito!

Equipped with

Mojito Tandem

Mojito Solo



- Keel rudder for tracking & performance
- Adjustable rudder pedals
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Patented Snap-Tap take-apart system
- Solo or Tandem choice
- Round 24cm rubber hatches front and aft
- Drainage in storage and foot wells
- Rear cargo area with bungees
- Ultra comfortable padded seat & foldable back rest
- Aluminum rails in cockpits for third party gear 
- Paddle parks on both sides of cockpits

Features Mojito

Facts & measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Mid-section length
Rear section length
Front & rear hatch
Backrest
Warranty
Colors

330cm / 10’10” 
480cm / 15’9”

74cm / 29,2”
26kg / 57 lbs
39kg / 86 lbs 
14kg / 31 lbs

110kg / 230 lbs
200kg / 450 lbs

167cm / 5’6”
157cm / 5’2”
167cm / 5’6”
24cm /  9,5”

Yes
2 years

Paddle parks
on both sides 

Hook design for 
tight and secure 
connection of 
sections

High-impact resistant 
1-layer polyethylene 
construction

Hull designed for 
maxium stability, 
tracking and speed

Wide and flat deck railing allows 
for after market addition of rails 
for fishing and other gear 

Aluminum handle 
for carrying

Straight bow design 
for longer keel line and 
increased volume in  
front section adds speed,  
tracking and buoyancy.

Foldable backrest, with 
neoprene and mesh covered 
pad, adjustable for the perfect 
seating position

Keel rudder for 
efficient steering 
and tracking

Aluminum handle 
for carrying

Marine grade 
aluminum rails
fits RAM, Scotty 
and other gear 

Storage space 
for tackle box etc 

Anti-skid pattern
on cockpit floor  

Grab recess on 
both sides of 
cockpit for easy 
carrying

Twin cup holders 
integrated in 
front of seat

Ø30mm scuppers 
with Venturi effect

Patented Snap-Tap 
connection system 

Round 24cm water 
proof rubber hatch

Round 24cm 
water proof 
rubber hatch

Easy to adjust 
rudder pedals  

Comfortable, ergonomically 
designed seat with mesh 
covered seat pad 
   

Huge rear cargo area 
with ø30mm scuppers 
and bungees.

Grab recesses 
on both sides of 
cockpit for easy 
carrying

Aluminum handle 
for carrying



The Martini GTX!
The Martini GTX is a decked, take-apart, 
touring kayak with a roomy and comfortable 
cockpit to explore with and then take back 
home in the back of your car.  Like the sit-
on-top version, the Martini GTX features the 
innovative patented Snap-Tap solution.
Created by award-winning design engi-
neer Magnus de Brito, the Martini is a fun, 
versatile and high-performance recreational 
kayak.

Performance kayaking
The Martini GTX is a nimble, fun, comfort-
able and stable kayak that snaps apart and 
re-assembles in seconds making it by far the 
most easy to carry. 

The Martini GTX is a rigid high-performance 
day-touring kayak that you can lift with a 
smile on your face, haul in the back of most 
cars, fit in the elevator and stow under your 
bed. 

Solo or tandem - all in one
No need to buy two kayaks. Snap in the mid-
section and your solo is transformed into a 
high-performance tandem, so you can bring 
a friend. Never before has a kayak been so 
much fun and so easy to own. 

Ultimate seat comfort
The Martini GTX is equipped with an ex-
tremely comfortable AIR seat. The AIR seat, 
with a pneumatically adjustable backrest, 
gives the paddler an extremely comfortable 
and perfectly adjustable seating position.
The seat covers are made of highly durable 
and comfortable, honey-comb patterned 
material in combination with mesh-like  
fabric which is laminated and molded over 

EVA foam. It is equipped with an ergonomically 
designed seat, backrest and foot braces, which 
provide for good leg support and a comfortable 
paddling position. Add the fitted spray cover and 
you can enjoy a dry ride even in rough conditions.

- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Great tracking & performance
- Super comfy  AIR seat
- Watertight compartments fore and aft
- Rudder integrated in hull design
- Take-apart for easy storage
- Snap-Tap take-apart system
- Solo or Tandem combination

Martini GTX Solo specific features:
- Integrated cup holders behind cockpit
- Paddlepark on left side 

Martini GTX Tandem specific features:
- Integrated cup holders behind cockpits
- Paddlepark for both cockpits

Features Martini GTX

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Tandem

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Solo

Equipped with

Facts & measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Mid-section length
Stern section length
Cockpits
Front Hatch
Rear Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

285cm / 9’4” 
416cm / 13’8”

70cm / 27,6”
22kg / 48,5 lbs

35kg / 77 lbs 
12kg / 24,3 lbs

120kg / 265 lbs
240kg / 530 lbs

178cm / 5’9”
166cm / 5’6”
142cm / 4’8”

83x46cm / 33x18”
20x20cm / 7,9x7,9”
44x26cm / 17x10”

Yes 
2 years

Martini GTX Tandem

Martini GTX Solo



Following the success of Point 65’s modular 
recreational kayaks comes the expedition 
version. The Point 65 Mercury GTX is a 
high-performance, stable, decked, modu-
lar touring kayak with a large cockpit in 
which to explore and then take back home 
inside most cars.  Like the recreational 
versions, the Mercury GTX features the 
patented,innovative Snap-Tap solution. 

The 415cm / 13’7’’ Mercury GTX Solo breaks 
apart into three manageable sections, each 
weighing less than 11kg / 24,3 lbs. The  
100cm /39’’ nose section fit’s snugly into 
the mid-sections’ cockpit allowing easy 
storage in the back of your car. With an 
additional mid-section your Mercury Solo 
is transformed into a 545cm / 17’10’’ high-
performance, expedition tandem.  Created 
by Magnus de Brito, award-winning design 
engineer, the Mercury is a fun, versatile, 
high-performance touring kayak.

Performance kayaking
The Mercury GTX is a fast and fun, comfort-
ably stable and straight tracking kayak that 
snaps apart and reassembles in only a few 
seconds making it by far the most easy to 
carry touring kayak. The rotomolded poly-
ethylene construction provides a combina-
tion of strength and impact resistance that 
most other materials can’t match.

It has lots of dry storage space with powder 
dry hatches front and aft. The Mercury GTX 
is a rigid, high-performance, expedition, 
solo/tandem touring kayak that you can lift 
with a smile on your face, haul in most cars, 

fit in an elevator and stow under your bed. 

Ultimate seat comfort
The Mercury GTX is equipped with an extremely 
comfortable AIR seat. The AIR seat, with a pneu-
matically adjustable backrest, gives the paddler 
an extremely comfortable and perfectly adjustable 
seating position.
The seat covers are made of highly durable and 
comfortable, honey-comb patterned material in 
combination with mesh-like fabric which is lami-
nated and molded over EVA foam. 

- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Great tracking & performance
- Super comfy AIR seat
- Watertight compartments fore and aft
- Foil shaped rudder included
- Take-apart for easy storage
- Snap-Tap take-apart system
- Solo or Tandem combination
- Integrated cup holders behind cockpit

Features Mercury GTX

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

 Craft characteristics Tandem

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Solo

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Mercury GTX Solo - Tandem hybrid, as easy as one, two, three!

Equipped with

Facts & measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Nose section length
Front cockpit section length
Extension mid-section length
Back section length
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

414cm / 13’ 7”
543cm / 17’10”

60cm / 23,6”
25kg / 55 lbs
35kg / 77 lbs 
11kg / 24 lbs

140kg / 310 lbs
280kg / 620 lbs

107cm / 42”
 158cm / 62”
147cm / 58”
160cm / 63”

Yes 
2 years

Mercury Tandem

Mercury Solo



The purpose made modular KingFisher  
solves the major drawbacks of other fishing kayaks:
1. Extremely heavy and cumbersome to carry and transport.
2. Slow and awkward to paddle due to hull-width.
Maverick Swedish kayak designer Magnus De Brito worked the problems 
and found the solutions!

Stability and performance
The KingFisher is probably the most stable fishing kayak you’ve ever 
been in.  Astonishing, considering its sleek 31.1’’ (79cm) beam. Most 
fishing kayaks are 35’’ (90cm ) wide. The KingFisher is more than just 
stable —it´s incredibly well balanced. Standing up to fish from it, is a 
walk in the park. When paddling, you’ll instantly notice its great speed 
and straight tracking capabilities. And its unique, hand-controlled, 
double-sided rudders make it exceptionally easy to maneuver and 
turn.

—How is all this possible? The skilfully designed trimaran hull gives 
the KingFisher its solid stability, lightning speed and straight-as-an-
arrow tracking power!

Portability
Another great challenge was solving the weight problem. If you´ve 
ever tried heaving a fishing kayak up onto the roof of your car, you 
know the feeling. They are just too heavy and cumbersome. Until 
now. Point 65’s proven, patented, Snap-Tap modular system, allows  
the kayak to snap apart into two, manageable sections that fit inside 
most cars. The process of snapping it apart takes only a couple of 
seconds. Assembly is just as quick and easy.  The Point 65 modular 
Snap-Tap system, introduced in 2009, has been successfully applied to 
a number of Point 65 kayak models and sold in the tens of thousands 
all around the world by some of the most reputable outdoor and 
paddle sport-retailers —Already a proven success! 

Carrying half a kayak is twice as easy —and it fits inside most cars. 
Not only that, you can store it under your bed, get it upstairs in the 
elevator, and even check it in when flying.

 

Can it get any better?
Your KingFisher is already extremely stable, fast, straight tracking, 
agile, easy to carry, transport and store —all using proven technology. 

Is there more?
Yes! The Kingfisher also features a huge carrying capacity with the 
ability to take a full load of gear, provisions and any size of paddler. 

The KingFisher Game Chair
Featuring one of the most comfortable seats on the kayak fishing 
market, the Kingfisher Game Chair offers a variety of settings to give 
you a comfortable and effective paddling position. 
The super comfy KingFisher Game Chair, in combination with the 
kayak´s world class stability, speed, and logical accessory positioning, 
makes the KingFisher a great platform for fishing of all kinds and a 
serious fishing machine in all water types.

Powered by arms, legs or motor 
While the KingFisher’s sleek trimaran hull is easily propelled by 
traditional paddle strokes and using the good old double-bladed 
kayak paddle is still an extremely effective way of moving across 
great expanses of rough water, you might want your arms and hands 
free for fishing.

Legs –The Impulse Drive pedal system
The optional Impulse Drive is a revolutionary pedal-drive system 
designed around a very simple premise: if a product is designed to 
be used in the water it should be 100% corrosion proof. Featuring a 
high performance encased shaft drive design, that is immune to water 
damage, the Impulse Drive will not corrode or degrade in water. Not 
only does this design dramatically reduce wear but it also provides a 
high performance system that is 100% user serviceable. The Impulse 
Drive is incredibly versatile for the retailer and end user.

Electricity 
The KingFisher is prepared for mounting of electric motor drives ei-
ther on the back deck, or the side rails. There are numerous suppliers 
of electric trolling motors to choose from for speedier, more extended, 
and effortless fishing. 

KingFisher —a modular,  
fishing kayak from Point 65!

Equipped with



Optional 
Impulse Drive
Propulsion system

Paddle parks
on both sides 

Snap-Tap 
connection 
system Tubes for customized 

accessory placement can 
be folded in to stow away 
fittings for transport

Marine grade alu-
minum rails
fits RAM, Scotty 
and other fittings 

Recessed rod through 
with covered rod tip 
protection

Front hatch 
with removable 
liner

KingFisher Game Chair, 
slides on tracks with 
adjustable height

Steering handles on both 
sides give optimal handling. 
Adjustable hardness for 
lighter or harder fingertip 
control.    

Flush mounted 
rod holders

Rear hatch 
with removable 
liner

Mounting platform  for 
electric motor, pole 
anchor, etc

Huge rear cargo area padded 
with EVA foam includes 
marine grade aluminum rails 
on sides along the floor for 
maximum customization 
flexibility

Front section floor covered EVA stand-
ing pad and fitted with  marine grade 
aluminum rails on sides along the floor 
for maximum customization flexibility

Ø30mm scuppers 
with venturi effect 
design in front

Opening for optional  
Impulse Drive propulsion  
system doubles as grab recess

Grab recess
for easy  
carrying

Twin rudders improve 
maneuverability

Twin rudders improve 
maneuverability

Grab recess
for easy 
carrying

Grab recess
for easy carrying Ø50mm scuppers in 

back to fit bilge/bait 
pump  

Starboard front scupper 
recess shaped to fit most 
fish finder tranducers    

Starboard scupper on back 
section recess is shaped to fit 
most fish finder tranducers    

Trimaran hull shape 
designed for stability, 
speed & tracking    

Storage space 
for tackle boxes 
below chair

- Modularity for easy transport, carrying & storage
- Solo / Tandem combination
- Trimaran hull for stability, tracking & performance
- Twin rudders for maneuverability 
- Rudder controls on both sides for fingertip steering
- Hatches fore and aft for gear, battery packs etc
- Rear cargo area with bungees and floor mounted rails
- Multiple adjustments for super comfy seat
- Snap-Tap take apart system
- Multiple aluminum rails on floor and fore deck
- Tube system for attachment of gear
- Integrated rod holder recesses & rod tip protectors
- Flush mounted rod holders
- Prepared for Impulse-Drive propeller system
- Ready for mounting electric motor & pole anchor 
- Strong & durable 1-layer HTP 

Features KingFisher
Facts & Measurements

Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Rear section length
Mid Section length
Front Hatch
Rear Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

331cm / 11”
500cm /  16’ 5” 

79cm / 31”
32kg / 70 lbs

49kg / 108 lbs
16kg / 40 lbs 

130kg / 286 lbs
275kg / 606 lbs

171cm / 67”
166cm / 65,5”

171cm / 67”
29 x 38 cm /  11.4 x 15”

31 x 49 cm /  12.2 x 19.3”
Yes 

2 years



The Mojito Angler is a modular fishing kayak 
that you can carry with a smile on your face, 
transport in the back of most cars and store 
under your bed. With the patented Snap-Tap 
system the Mojito Angler snaps apart into 
manageable sections and re-assembles in 
seconds. The Mojito Angler is a safe, stable, 
and strong fishing kayak. This 330cm/11ft 
boat sports a 150kg/330-pound weight 
capacity, yet due to its keel rudder it tracks 
straight as an arrow. 

Solo/tandem fishing kayak all in one!
Snap in the mid-section and your Mojito 
Angler Solo is transformed into a 480cm/16ft 
high-performance tandem. Add a second  
mid-section and you have lots of carrying 
capacity and room for a huge catch and for 
whatever fishing gear you want to bring.  
Or for a third paddler.

Equipped for fishing
The Mojito Angler is packed with “must have”  
features which kayak anglers demand. From 
lakes and rivers to the open ocean, this boat 
has no boundaries. The solo and the tandem 
alike come equipped with rod holders. Two of 
which are integrated, flush-mounted behind 
the seat and one is on a ball mount which 
slides into the aluminum rail in front of the 
paddler. This deck mounted rod holder can be 
removed and replaced with any compatible 
hardware of your liking.

Ultimate seat comfort
The Mojito is equipped with a super-comfort-
able padded seat and backrest, which folds 
down for easy transport. The seat covers are 
made of highly durable and comfortable, 

honey-comb patterned material in combination 
with a mesh fabric which is laminated and molded 
over sculptured EVA foam. 

More features
The Mojito Angler is equipped with round 24cm 
water proof rubber hatches front and aft, multiple 
cup/bottle holders, aluminum rails for attachment 
of GPS, GoPros etc. Easy to adjust rudder pedals 
connect with the ultra efficient keel rudder to get 
you into that perfect fishing spot.

Mojito Angler Solo

Mojito Angler Tandem

Versatile 330cm/11ft kayak fishing! 

Equipped with

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Tandem

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Solo

- Keel rudder for tracking & performance
- Adjustable rudder pedals
- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Patented Snap-Tap take-apart system
- Solo or Tandem choice
- Ball mounted rod holder in front and mid cockpits
- Two integrated rod holders behind seats
- Round 24cm rubber hatches front and aft
- Drainage in storage and foot wells
- Ultra comfortable padded seat & foldable back rest
- Aluminum rails in cockpits for third party gear 
- Paddle parks on both sides of cockpits

Features Mojito Angler

Facts & measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Mid-section length
Rear section length
Front & rear hatch
Backrest
Warranty
Colors

330cm / 10’8” 
480cm / 15’9”

74cm / 29,2”
26kg / 57 lbs
39kg / 86 lbs 
14kg / 31 lbs

110kg / 230 lbs
200kg / 450 lbs

167cm / 5’6”
157cm / 5’2”
167cm / 5’6”
24cm /  9,5”

Yes
2 years



The Martini GTX Angler is a modular sit-
inside fishing kayak that you can carry with 
a smile on your face, transport in the back 
of most cars and store under your bed. With 
the patented Snap-Tap system, the Martini 
GTX Angler snaps apart into manageable 
sections and re-assembles in seconds.
The Martini GTX Angler is a safe, stable, 
and strong fishing kayak. This 10-foot boat 
sports a 300-pound weight capacity. 

Solo/tandem fishing kayak all in one!
Snap in the mid-section and your Martini 
GTX Angler Solo is transformed into a 
14 foot high-performance tandem. Add a 
second mid-section and you have lots of 
carrying capacity and room for whatever 
fishing gear you want to bring, or for a third 
paddler.

Equipped for fishing
The Martini GTX Angler is packed with 
“must have”  features that kayak anglers 
demand. From lakes, to rivers, to the open 
ocean, this boat has no boundaries. The 
solo and the mid-section alike come 
equipped with rod holders. Two of these are 
integrated, flush-mounted behind the seat 
and one is on a deck mount in front of the 
paddler. This deck mounted rod holder can 
be removed and replaced with any compat-
ible hard-ware of your liking. In addition, 
the Martini GTX Angler Solo is equipped 
with an additional deck mounts to enable 
the owner to add more rod holders or other 
equipment. Two large hatches offer dry stor-
age for plenty of gear. The Martini Angler 
features a fish-o-meter on the side of the 
boat so you can measure your catch.

Ultimate seat comfort
By using a spray deck around the cockpit 
the paddler can experience a comfortable 
dry ride.

The most versatile, decked, fishing kayak out there! 
The Martini GTX Angler is also equipped with a 
super comfortable AIR seat. The AIR seat, with 
a pneumatically adjustable backrest, gives the 
paddler an extremely comfortable and perfectly 
adjustable seating position.

The seat covers are made of highly durable, 
 comfortable, honey-comb patterned material in 
combination with mesh-like fabric which is lami-
nated and molded over EVA foam. If you are look-
ing for an extremely versatile fishing kayak that is 
easy to carry, store and transport – this is it!

Martini GTX Angler Solo

Martini GTX Angler Tandem

Equipped with

- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Great tracking & performance
- Super comfy  AIR seat
- Watertight compartments fore and aft
- Rudder integrated in hull design
- Rod holder in front
- Two integrated rod holders behind seat
- Deckfitted mount for GPS, fishfinder etc
- Snap-Tap take-apart system
- Solo or Tandem combination

Features Martini GTX Angler

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Tandem

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics Solo

Facts & measurements
Length Solo
Length Tandem
Width
Weight Solo
Weight Tandem
Weight per section (approx)
Capacity Solo
Capacity Tandem
Front section length
Mid-section length
Stern section length
Cockpits
Front Hatch
Rear Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

285cm / 9’4” 
416cm / 13’8”

70cm / 27,6”
22kg / 48,5 lbs

35kg / 77 lbs 
12kg / 24,3 lbs

120kg / 265 lbs
240kg / 530 lbs

178cm / 5’9”
166cm / 5’6”
142cm / 4’8”

83x46cm / 33x18”
20x20cm / 7,9x7,9”
44x26cm / 17x10”

Yes 
2 years

Equipped with



regular kayaks



Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User characteristics

Faster. More stable. A lean, mean, touring  
machine, the Bourbon 17 is the first of a new 
series of touring kayaks with exceptional 
glide, consuming mile after mile with little 
effort.

The increase of both speed and stability 
makes the Bourbon 17 truly unique.
The Bourbon 17 is a very fast touring kayak 
with the aggresive appearance of an adven-
ture racing craft – and the performance to 
match. Using highly advanced hydrodynamic 
design technology, and made in 3-layer ultra 
tough HDPE, the Bourbon 17 has a striking 
stabiliuty, maneuverability and speed. 

Great primary and secondary stability offers 
beginners and expedition paddlers alike a 
fast ride, even in the most challenging condi-
tions. Your heaviest gear will barely slow it 
down – this is an ideal expedition kayak. The 
Bourbon17´s maneuverability is unparalleled 
among touring kayaks with super responsive 
steering through it’s unique keel rudder. The 
rudder is handy when winds and currents 
are working against you. The Bourbon 17 
comes fully equipped featuring a large aft 
oval hatch, an easily accessible 20cm day 
hatch and a huge strage compartment at the 
front. The Bourbon 17 comes fully equipped 
featuring a large aft oval hatch, an easily 
accessible 20cm day hatch and a huge strage 
compartment at the front. It also features the 

super-comfy AIR GTX backrest and adjustable 
Rudder pedals as well a bottle holder, padded 
thigh braces and an ergonomically designed seat 
equipped with a soft, comfortable seat pad. 

The cockpit is long and wide for achieving  

powerful strokes through optimal legroom as 
well as increased comfort during entry and exit. 
Also unique to the Bourbon 17 is the spray cover 
on the bow, accentuating its ultra sleek look
while protecting your optional compass or GPS, 
which can be mounted in front of the cockpit.

- Designed for speed and stability
- Great tracking & performance
- Great fun for experts and beginners alike
-  Rear, front and day hatch with bulkheads
-  Adjustable rudder pedals
-  Padded thigh braces
-  Ergonomical, padded seat 
- Adjustable AIR backrest
-  Rudder integrated in hull
-  Reflective decklines
-  3- layer HDPE construction
- Front spray hood with quick lock attachment

Features Bourbon 17

Facts & measurements

Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Aft Hatch
Front Hatch
Day Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

520cm / 17’  
55cm / 21.7”
25kg / 56lbs 

155kg / 342lb
83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”
44x26cm / 17x10”

 Ø20cm / 7.9”
Yes

2 years

Touring made faster

pray shield

Equipped with



Whisky 16 Rocker

By Nigel Foster, 
for Nigel Foster.
The Whisky 16 Rocker is the ultimate 
playboat in 3-layer ultra tough Polyethylene,  
designed by Nigel Foster, for ultra precise 
handling and maneuverability. Even so, an 
absolute novice feels like Nigel Foster in 
the cockpit of a Whisky 16. On gentle waters 
the boat is comfortable, stable, and easily 
maneuvered – an ideal boat to develop skills.

For the experienced paddler the Whisky 
16 Rocker is perfect for getting in and out 
of rocky outcrops, surfing on tidal races or 
maneuvering. With its fuller bow and stern 
shape to reduce plunging, the  
Whisky 16 is designed to make the most of 
rough water, surf, and currents. It is perfect 
for day trips but spacious enough for a self-
contained expedition paddling. 

The Whisky 16 Rocker has a more distinctive 
Rocker (the hull has a distinctive banana 
shape) compared to the Whisky 16 Tourer. 
The Rocker makes it more manoeuvrable 
and nimble which is great when paddling in 
aves and surf and going in and out of rock 
gardens along the coast for fun and Rock 
hopping. The Tourer on the other hand has 
a lower Rocker (the hull is more flat) which 
gives the kayak more speed and tracking 
which is ideal for touring.

The 3-layer PE construction gives the Whisky 
16 stiffness and strength while decreasing 
the weight. The Whisky 16 has two large oval 
aft and bow hatches, a large round day hatch 
behind the cockpit for access to items while 
on the water, and the Whisky hatch, a smaller 
round hatch in front of the key-hole cockpit 
that opens to an under-deck compartment.

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

- Very stable open water kayak
- Extremely maneuverable
- Suitable for both beginners and experts
- Extra hatch in front of cockpit
- Key hole cockpit
- Design by Nigel Foster

Whisky 16 Rocker Skeg specific features:
-3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  
  PE for a stiffer and lighter hull
- Footrests
- AIR backrest for adjustable position and comfort

Whisky 16 Rocker Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  
  PE for a stiffer and lighter hull
- Performance backrest & seat
- Liftable rudder
- Easy-adjust rudder pedals
   with mini-line lockers

Features Whisky 16 Rocker

“A surfing machine”
“A kayaker’s kayak”
“A fantastic touring machine”
“Rocks, waves, current; bring  
it on!”
“...a fantastic kayak for skilled 
paddlers looking for fun.” 
“Its speed and agility will make 
you the envy of other paddlers”
“It accelerates like lightning, 
making it a breeze to catch 
waves.”

- Sea Kayaker Magazine, Oct 2013

Equipped with

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front & Aft Hatches
Day Hatch
Front Day Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

488cm / 16’ 
56cm /22”

25kg / 55 lbs
155kg / 342 lbs

76x41cm / 31x16”
44x26cm / 17x10”
20x20cm / 7.9x7.9”

15x15cm / 6x6”
Yes*

2 years

*optional



Whisky 16 Tourer

By Nigel Foster, 
for Nigel Foster.
Introduced in 2016, the Whisky 16 Tourer in 
3-layer ultra tough Polyethylene, is designed 
by Nigel Foster, to be everything he looks for 
in a kayak - and more. All you have to do is to 
try it – and you’re hooked. Even an absolute 
novice feels like Nigel Foster in the cockpit 
of a Whisky 16. On gentle waters the boat is 
comfortable, stable, and easily maneuvered – 
an ideal boat to develop skills.

With its fuller bow and stern shape to 
reduce plunging, the Whisky 16 Tourer is 
designed to make the most of rough water, 
surf, and currents. It is perfect for day trips 
but spacious enough for a self-contained 
expedition paddling. The 3-layer PE 
construction gives the Whisky 16 stiffness 
and strength while decreasing the weight. 

The Whisky 16 Tourer has a a lower Rocker 
(the hull with less curve on the hull) 
compared to the Whisky 16 Rocker. This 
gives the kayak more speed and tracking 
which is ideal for touring or longer paddle 
expeditions. The Rocker on the other hand 
has a more pronounce Rocker (the hull is 
more banan shaped) which make the kayak 
more manoeuvrable and nimble which is 
ideal for playing in surf or for rock hopping.

The Whisky 16 Tourer features a medium 
large open cockpit and has two large oval 
aft and bow hatches, a large round day hatch 
behind the cockpit for access to items while 
on the water, and the Whisky hatch, a smaller 
round hatch in front of the cockpit that 
opens to an under-deck compartment.

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

- Very stable open water kayak
- Very maneuverable
- Suitable for both beginners and experts
- Extra hatch in front of cockpit
- Design by Nigel Foster

Whisky 16 Tourer Skeg specific features:
-3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  
  PE for a stiffer and lighter hull
- Footrests
- AIR backrest for adjustable position and comfort

Whisky 16 Tourer Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  
  PE for a stiffer and lighter hull
- Performance backrest & seat
- Liftable rudder
- Easy-adjust rudder pedals
   with mini-line lockers

Features Whisky 16 Tourer

“A surfing machine”
“A kayaker’s kayak”
“A fantastic touring machine”
“Rocks, waves, current; bring  
it on!”
“...a fantastic kayak for skilled 
paddlers looking for fun.” 
“Its speed and agility will make 
you the envy of other paddlers”
“It accelerates like lightning, 
making it a breeze to catch 
waves.”

- Sea Kayaker Magazine, Oct 2013

Equipped with

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front & Aft Hatches
Day Hatch
Front Day Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

488cm / 16’ 
56cm /22”

25kg / 55 lbs
155kg / 342 lbs

76x41cm / 31x16”
44x26cm / 17x10”
20x20cm / 7.9x7.9”

15x15cm / 6x6”
Yes*

2 years

*optional



Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

Discover SeaCruiser 
– tell better stories. 
Point 65´s best-selling touring boat is 
a multi-talented kayak that is bold in 
appearance as well as performance. Entry-
level paddlers feel immediately comfortable 
with its stability, and advanced paddlers 
appreciate the superior performance and 
cruising capabilities. 

The SeaCruiser can hold enough gear for 
extensive expeditions. It comes with a 
fully retractable skeg, an exclusive extra 
day hatch, innovative foot braces, and also 
includes the AIR seat which allows for 
maximum comfort and fit by inflating built 
in air bags with easy-to-use hand pumps. It 
tracks straight as an arrow with great glide 
and speed, keeping you dry even in rough 
seas. 

A slightly v-shaped hull makes it easy to 
maneuver and fun to play with, and the 
tough 3-layer polyethylene construction 
makes it both light and extremely strong 
and impact-resistant. Whether the waters 
are calm or rough, the SeaCruiser delivers a 
thrilling performance. 

- Strong, stiff and durable 3-Layer PE (polyethylene)
- A performance Sea Kayak for beginners and  
   experienced paddlers 

SeaCruiser GTE Skeg specific features:
-  Kink-free Symmetry skeg system with precision  

adjustment from cockpit
-  Foot rests with precision adjustment
-  Comfort seat with vertically adjustable backrest 

with sculptured padding on seat, back and hips for 
increased grip

-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch in front for easy storage
-  Two 15cm Day hatches behind cockpit 
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch in aft for easy storage
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
-  Padded thigh braces for improved control
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  

PE for a stiffer and lighter hull

SeaCruiser GTE Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Skeg, plus:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines

Features SeaCruiser

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front & Aft Hatches
Day Hatches
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

525cm / 17’3” 
58 cm /22.8”
25kg / 55 lbs 

165 kg / 364 lbs
83x46cm / 32.7x18”

44x26cm / 17x10”
15x15 / 6x6”

Yes*
2 years

*optional

SeaCruiser Rudder & Skeg

“In rougher conditions, more 
experienced paddlers will enjoy 
paddling the Sea Cruiser and 
find it lively and fun”

- Ocean Paddler Magazine

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Equipped with



Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves
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Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Double Happiness
Why do our customers love the XO-series? 
Partly for their looks. We have yet to find a 
better-looking 518 cm / 17´ tandem kayak. 
They also love the XO-series’ performance 
– the XO17 Tandem is probably the best 
performing boat in its class on the market 
today. 

The XO17 is prepared with rudder sleeve in 
the back and rudder line tubes drawn into 
the cockpit to enable easy conversion into a 
rudder kayak. The cockpits include comfort-
able seats with adjustable backrests and 
thigh braces.
A great recreational kayak for day excursions, 
fishing, photographing, and just having fun, 
there is a perfect XO17 for everyone. The 
cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is large 
enough to suit all types of paddlers. The 
ergonomically designed seat provides leg 
support and a comfortable paddling position. 
Great looks, superb handling.

-  Great tracking & performance
-  Great fun for expert and beginner alike
-  Foot pegs without need for adjustment
-  Comfortable Seat with back rest
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch front & aft for easy storage
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
- 15cm day hatch in front of each cockpit
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  Keel skid plate for protection
-  Molded-in locking pins front and aft
-  Ultra durable 1-layer HDPE for stiffnesss and 

strength

Features XO17 Tandem

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Aft & Front Hatch
Day Hatches
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

518cm / 17’  
72cm / 28.3”

39 kg / 86 lbs 
250 kg / 550 lb

83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”

15x15cm / 5.9x5.9”
Optional

2 years



XO16 is manufactured of single-layer HDPE 

material, making it stiffer and lighter com-

pared to similar high-performance touring 

488cm/16 kayaks. Paddlers appreciate the 

touring performance and easy handling out 

of the water.

The XO16 is designed for beginning and 

medium-level paddlers seeking affordable 

quality touring, and it is the first choice for 

outfitters and kayak schools. The XO16 is 

equipped with foot pegs and a comfortable 

backrest and dry hatches fore and aft as well 

as a day hatch within easy reach in front of 

the paddler. An optional rudder and can be 

installed including Rudder pedals which will 

make it even more attractive when it is time 

to exchange the rental fleet. The cockpit, 

designed for easy entry/exit, is large enough 

to suit all types of paddlers. The ergonomi-

cally designed seat provides leg support and 

a comfortable paddling position.

A great recreational kayak for day excursions, 

fishing, photographing, and just having fun, there is 

a perfect XO16 for everyone. The cockpit, designed 

for easy entry/exit, is large enough to suit all types 

of paddlers. 
-  Great tracking & performance
-  Great fun for expert and beginner alike
-  Foot pegs without need for adjustment
-  Comfortable Seat with back rest
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch front & aft for easy storage
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
- 15cm day hatch in front of each cockpit
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  Keel skid plate for protection
-  Molded-in locking pins front and aft
-  Ultra durable 1-layer HDPE for stiffness and 

strength

Features XO16

A touring kayak for excursions

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves
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Craft characteristics

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Aft & Front Hatch
Day Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

488cm / 16’  
69cm / 27”

26 kg / 57 lbs 
165 kg /350 lbs

83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”

15x15cm / 5.9x5.9”
Optional

2 years

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics



The XO14 stands outs much of as on the 

water. At 14’’/428cm this high perfor-

mance day boat with obvious touring 

capabilities is a must have for anybody 

looking for a recreational kayak with 

something more than the usual.

There are many paddlers looking for a 

kayaks that fulfills expectations in regard 

to performance while still getting high 

marks for handling, comfort, safety and 

storage capabilities at great value.

The hull of the XO14 is designed specifi-

cally for stability, maneuverability and 

tracking.  

It is excellent in all waters - coastal areas, 

lakes and rivers.

The XO14 is equipped with foot pegs and 

a comfortable backrest and dry hatches 

fore and aft as well as a day hatch within 

easy reach in front of the paddler. An 

optional rudder and can be installed 

including  

Rudder pedals which will make it even more 

attractive when it is time to exchange the rental 

fleet. The cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, 

is large enough to suit all types of paddlers. The 

A day boat with touring capabilities 

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

-  Great tracking & performance
-  Great fun for expert and beginner alike
-  Foot pegs without need for adjustment
-  Comfortable Seat with back rest
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch front & aft for easy storage
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
- 15cm day hatch in front of each cockpit
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  Keel skid plate for protection
-  Molded-in locking pins front and aft
-  Ultra durable 1-layer HDPE for stiffness and 

strength

Features XO14

ergonomically designed seat provides leg support 

and a comfortable paddling position.

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Aft & Front Hatch
Day Hatch
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

428cm / 14’  
69cm / 27”

23 kg / 50 lbs 
145 kg / 320 lb

83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”

15x15cm / 5.9x5.9”
Optional

2 years

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics



Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

A day boat for explorers
The XO13 draws attention in any environ-
ment! At 400cm / 13’  this high-performance 
day boat with obvious touring capabilities 
which fulfill our customers’ expectations for 
great performance, still gets high marks for 
storage, handling, comfort, and safety. 

The XO13’s hull is designed for stability, 
maneuverability and excellent tracking in 
most waters from coastal areas, to lakes 
and rivers. The XO13 is available in a super 
durable 3-layer polyethylene version and a 
more affordable 1-layer version. The cockpit, 
designed for easy entry/exit, is large enough 
to suit all types of paddlers. The ergonomi-
cally designed seat provides leg support and 
a comfortable paddling position.

The XO13 is available in 5 different versions: 
The XO13 GT (Grand Tourer) is equipped with 
skeg, footbraces, and storage compartments 
both front and aft for storage and added 
safety. An optional, liftable rudder is avail-
able with easy-to-adjust rudder pedals. The 
cockpit includes an ultra comfortable padded 
seat with adjustable backrest, thigh braces 
and soft, ergonomically designed carrying 
grip pads on the cockpit rim for easy carrying 
by hand or on your shoulder.
The GTE version also includes the AIR seat 
which allows for maximum comfort and fit 
by inflating built in air bags with easy-to-use 
hand pumps. 

A great recreational kayak for day excursions, 
fishing, photographing, and just having fun, 
there is a perfect XO13 for everyone. 

XO13 GTE 3L Rudder & Skeg

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Front Hatch
Aft Hatch
Skeg
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

400cm / 13’ 
63cm /25”

25kg / 55 lbs 
155kg / 342 lbs

83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”
44x26cm / 17x10”

Yes
Yes*

2 years

*optional

Equipped with

-  Great tracking & performance
-  Great fun for expert and beginner alike

XO13 GS Skeg specific features:
-  Kink-free Symmetry skeg system with precision  

adjustment from cockpit
-  Foot rests with precision adjustment
- Comfortable Seat with back rest
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatches front and aft for  

easy storage
-  Molded-in locking pin on deck for security
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
-  Soft touch cockpit-rim pads ergonomically molded 

for comfortable carrying
-  Padded thigh braces for improved control
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  Ultra durable 1-layer PE for durability and strength

XO13 GS Rudder & Skeg specific features:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

XO13 GT Skeg (Grand Tourer) 
specific features:
-  Same as GS Skeg, plus:
- Comfort seat with vertically adjustable backrest 

with sculptured padding on seat, back and hips for 
increased grip

XO13 GT Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Skeg, plus:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

XO13 GTE Skeg (Grand Tourer Expedition) 
specific features:
-  Same as GT Skeg, plus:
- AIR seat with vertically adjustable backrest with 

sculptured padding on seat, back and hips with 
built-in inflatable air bags for ultimate position

XO13 GTE Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Skeg, plus:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

Features XO13
XO13 GTE 3L Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Rudder & Skeg, plus:
- 3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  

PE for a stiffer and lighter hull

Features XO13



Course stability
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Maneuverability
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In waves
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Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics

Happy go lucky
Why do our customers love the XO-series? 
Partly for their looks. We have yet to find a 
better-looking 335cm / 11´ kayak. They also 
love the XO-series’ performance – the XO11 
is probably the best-performing boat in its 
class on the market today. 

The XO11 is available in 5 different versions. 
The XO11 GT (Grand Tourer) equipped with 
skeg, footbraces, and storage compartment, 
both front and aft for storage and added 
safety. An optional, liftable rudder is avail-
able with easy-to-adjust rudder pedals. The 
cockpit includes an ultra comfortable padded 
seat with adjustable backrest, thigh braces 
and soft, ergonomically designed, carry grip 
pads on the cockpit rim, for easy carrying by 
hand or on your shoulder.
The GTE version also includes the AIR seat 
which allows for maximum comfort and fit 
by inflating built-in air bags with easy to use 
hand pumps. 

A great recreational kayak for day excursions, 
fishing, photographing, and just having fun, 
there is a perfect XO11 for everyone. The 
cockpit, designed for easy entry/exit, is large 
enough to suit all types of paddlers. The 
ergonomically designed seat provides leg 
support and a comfortable paddling position. 
Great looks, superb handling – and of course, 
the XO11 is light enough to load and carry 
on your own, so you can take it wherever 
you go.

XO11 GTE Rudder & Skeg

-  Great tracking & performance
-  Great fun for expert and beginner alike

XO11 GS Skeg specific features:
-  Kink-free Symmetry skeg system with precision  

adjustment from cockpit
-  Foot rests with precision adjustment
- Comfortable Seat with back rest
-  Round 24 cm hatch in front for storage
-  Oval 44x26 cm hatch in aft for easy storage
-  Molded-in locking pin on deck for security
-  Cockpit designed for easy entry/exit
-  Soft touch cockpit-rim pads ergonomically molded 

for comfortable carrying
-  Padded thigh braces for improved control
-  Deck bungees for securing deck bags or other 

items on front and aft deck
-  Deck safety lines with reflective threads for higher 

visibility 
-  Carrying toggles front and aft
-  Ultra durable 1-layer PE for durability and strength

XO11 GS Rudder & Skeg specific features:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

XO11 GT Skeg (Grand Tourer) 
specific features:
-  Same as GS Skeg, plus:
- Comfort seat with vertically adjustable backrest 

with sculptured padding on seat, back and hips for 
increased grip

XO11 GT Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Skeg, plus:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

XO11 GTE Skeg (Grand Tourer Expedition) 
specific features:
-  Same as GT Skeg, plus:
- AIR seat with vertically adjustable backrest with 

sculptured padding on seat, back and hips with 
built-in inflatable air bags for ultimate position

XO11 GTE Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Skeg, plus:
- Rudder pedals with precision adjustment and  

self adjusting rudder lines
- Liftable rudder for improved control and tracking

Features XO11
XO11 GTE 3L Rudder & Skeg specific features:
-  Same as GTE Rudder & Skeg, plus:
- 3-Layer rotomolded (PE) with an ultra durable  

PE for a stiffer and lighter hull

Features XO11

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Cockpit
Aft Hatch
Front Hatch
Skeg
Rudder
Warranty
Colors

335cm / 11’  
63cm / 25”

25 kg / 55 lbs 
135 kg / 298 lb

83x46cm / 33x18”
44x26cm / 17x10”

24x24cm / 9,5x9,5”
Yes

Yes*
2 years

*optional

Equipped with



The Punch Duo offers a new level of in-
novation for rental sit-on-top kayaks. A fun 
and versatile kayak which is easy to carry 
and paddle.  

Performance kayaking
With its protected keel plate fin the Punch 
Duo tracks straight as an arrow and is a 
breeze to maneuver. 

Ultimate seat comfort
The Punch Duo is equipped with  
super-comfortable seats and backrests 
which fold down for easy storage on the  
KAYAKOMAT rack. Each seat has a built-in 
cup holder as well as a day hatch compart-
ment for dry storage of small items. 

Double child seat
The Punch Duo is designed with an elon-
gated jockey seat between the front and aft 
seat which can fit up to two children which 
allows the whole family to go out and 
explore the waters. 

The Punch Duo features cargo areas front 

and aft as well as multiple scuppers in the cockpit 
and cargo recesses. The Punch Duo is also stack-
able and features keel plate at the back of the hull 
for protection which doubles as fin for improved 
tracking.

The Punch Duo sit-on-top kayak

- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- Jockey seats between cockpits for one youth  

or two small children 
- 15cm day hatch in front of each seat
- Recessed cup holder in front of each seat
- Front and rear cargo areas with bungees
- Drainage in storage and foot wells
- Ultra comfortable seat & foldable back rest
- Multiple grab handles for easy carrying
- Keel plate
- Stackable design
- Locking pins front and aft

Features Punch Duo

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Colors

488cm / 16’
84cm / 33”

39kg / 86 lbs 
270kg / 600 lbs

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics



The Punch offers a new level of innovation 
for rental sit-on-top kayaks. A fun and versa-
tile kayak which is easy to carry and paddle.  

Performance kayaking
With its protected keel plate fin the Punch 
tracks straight as an arrow and is a breeze to 
maneuver. 

Ultimate seat comfort
The Punch is equipped with a super-comfort-
able seat and backrest which folds down for 
easy storage on a storage rack. Each seat has 
a built-in cup holder as well as a day hatch 
compartment for dry storage of small items. 

The Punch features cargo areas front and aft 
as well as multiple scuppers in the cockpit 
and cargo recesses. The Punch Duo is also 
stackable and features keel plate at the back 
of the hull for protection which doubles as fin 
for improved tracking.

The Punch Solo sit-on-top kayak

- Strong & durable 1-layer PE (polyethylene)
- 15cm day hatch in front of seat
- Recessed cup holder in front of seat
- Front and rear cargo areas with bungees
- Drainage in storage and foot wells
- Ultra comfortable seat & foldable back rest
- Multiple grab handles for easy carrying
- Keel skid plate
- Stackable design
- Locking pins front and aft

Features Punch 

Facts & measurements
Length
Width
Weight
Capacity
Colors

304cm / 10’
77cm / 30.3”

22kg / 48 lbs 
150kg / 330 lbs

Course stability

Speed

Maneuverability

Initial stability

End stability

Windage

In waves

0  1 2 3 4 5 

Craft characteristics

 excercise/day trip weekend trip expedition

 river lake open water

 rec./fishing touring surf

 beginner normal expert

 small normal large

Pack volume

Waters

Usage

Skill-o-meter

Paddler size

Totally right Works OK Not suitable

User Characteristics







Point 65 Grand Tourer
The Grand Tourer is produced by 
 vacuum-molded, fiberglass and  
pigmented injected epoxy. The medium-sized elongated tour-
ing blade offers a perfect combination for paddlers who like a 
soft but firm grip in the water, with lower windage. 

Weight: 840g
Material:  
2-piece Shaft, adjustable angle & length, fiberglass foam-core 
blade, fiberglass shaft
Available adjustable length: 220-230cm

Point 65 Grand Tourer Carbon
The Grand Tourer Carbon is produced in a high pressure 
vaccum-molding machine injectioned with epoxy. The result is 
a strong, and stiff blade with a lightweight foam core. 

Weight: 720g
Material: 
2-piece shaft, adjustable angle & length, carbon foam-core 
blade, carbon shaft
Available adjustable length: 220 - 230cm

Nigel Foster AIR
The Nigel Foster AIR is even lighter and built  to perfection. 
Made specifically for paddlers with the highest demands on 
quality and weight. You can’t find a better built product.
Weight: 690g
Material:  
2-piece shaft, adjustable angle & length,  
carbon foam-core blade, carbon shaft
Available adjustable length: 205-215cm

Nigel Foster
This super light paddle, designed by the legendary Nigel Fos-
ter, is the paddle for ultra-precise maneuvering. The smooth 
face and back design of the foam-filled blade are instrumental 
for precision and control.
Weight: 790g
Material:  
2-piece Shaft, adjustable angle & lengh,  
fiberglass, foam-core blade, carbon shaft
Available adjustable length: 205-215cm 

Point 65 Super Tourer
The Super Tourer is produced by vacuum-
molded, fiberglass and pigmented injectioned epoxy. The Su-
per Tourer is perfect for paddlers who are looking for a slim-
mer and smaller blade for a comfortable Touring experience.

Weight: 830g 
Material: 
2-piece Shaft, adjustable angle & length, fiberglass foam-core 
blade, fiberglass shaft.
Available adjustable length: 220-230cm

Point 65 Super Tourer Carbon
The Super Tourer Carbon is produced in a high pressure 
vaccum-molding machine injectioned with epoxy. The result is 
a strong, and stiff blade with a lightweight foam core. 

Weight: 709g 
Material: 
2-piece shaft, adjustable angle & length, carbon foam-core 
blade, carbon shaft
Available adjustable length: 220 - 230cm

PAddles



Point 65 Vario ferrule system
All  Point 65 paddles, (except Easy Tourer Basic and Junior 
Tourer) are standard equipped with the Vario ferrule system 
which allows for seamless adjustment on the paddles length 
and angle for maximum customisation and minimum effort.

Point 65 Easy Tourer GS Vario
With its fiberglass shaft and carbon reinforced nylon blades, it 
is an upgrade which gives an even lighter, stronger and stiffer 
paddle at incredible value. The adjustable shaft allows for 
maximum flexibility in adjustability on the  blade angle and 
length from 220 -240cm.

Weight: 992g
Material: 2-piece fibre-glass shaft, adjustable angle & length, 
carbon reinforced nylon blades
Adjustable length: 220-240cm

Point 65 Easy Tourer Vario 
While the aluminum shaft and glass reinforced nylon blades 
are very durable, the paddle is surprisingly lightweight. 
The adjustable shaft allows for maximum flexibility in 
adjustability on the  blade angle and length from 220 -240cm.
 
Weight: 1.130g
2-piece aluminum shaft, adjustable angle & length, glass 
reinforced nylon blades
Adjustable length: 220-240cm

Adventure Tourer Vario
This model has a shorter, medium-sized paddle shape for 
higher, more powerful paddle strokes. The adjustable shaft 
allows for maximum flexibility in adjustability on the  blade 
angle and length from 220 -240cm.

Weight: 1,130g
Material:  2-piece aluminum shaft, adjustable angle & length, 
glass reinforced nylon blades
Adjustable length: 220-240cm

Adventure Tourer GS Vario
With its fiberglass shaft and carbon reinforced nylon blades, it 
is an upgrade which gives an even lighter, stronger and stiffer 
paddle at incredible value. The adjustable shaft allows for 
maximum flexibility in adjustability on the  blade angle and 
length from 220 -240cm.

Weight: 992g
Material: 2-piece fibre-glass shaft, adjustable angle & length, 
carbon reinforced nylon blades
Adjustable length: 220-240cm

Easy Tourer Basic
Extremely light with an aluminum shaft and nylon blades it is 
very durable,.
 
Weight: 1.130g
Material: 2-piece aluminum shaft, adjustable angle, nylon 
blades
Available lengths: 220cm, 230cm

Point 65 Junior Tourer 
This model has a shorter, small-sized paddle shape for Junior 
paddlers.  Surprisingly light and sturdy.

Weight: 1,130g
Material:  
2-piece aluminum shaft, adjustable angle, glass reinforced 
nylon blades
Available length: 160cm



Point 65 Spray decks & transport decks
Point 65 offers 3 styles of decks ranging from 
the simple tough Nylon deck “Storm” to an even 
tougher deck “Ocean” with straps and reinforce-
ment.

Point 65 Kayak Trolley
Instead of carrying the kayak, wheel it!
Durable high-quality aluminum construction. The cart can 
be folded, the foam-filled wheels easily taken off, and easily 
stowed. Fits through a 7.5’’/ 19cm  deck hatch, weight  4lbs / 
1.8 kg, loading capacity app. 90lbs / 40 kg

Nigel Foster Explorer II
This PFD is designed by Nigel Foster for comfort, versatility and 
performance even in the most difficult waters. All materials have 
been carefully chosen for the highest quality.  The rugged Cordura 
shell provides extreme durability and strength. 
Two bellowed pockets are equipped with strong velcro and sturdy 
buckles, while the third pocket is zippered along the side for easy 
access to smaller items. D-rings are fitted inside all pockets to 
secure cameras and cell-phones. The left-hand pocket is large 
enough to fit a towing line. Loops and pockets are designed to fit 
a towing belt.  Reflective piping is fitted on the front and back to 
enhance visibility on the water. The back is fitted with loops for 
securing a waterbag and the lower belt and shoulders are lined 
with neoprene for ultimate comfort.

Available colors: Red & Mango
Available Sizes: S, M/L, XL

 

Mango Red

Point 65 Paddle Leash
Don’t loose your paddle! 
This basic safety product 
will ensure that you keep your paddle 
at hand at all times. The coiled elastic 
bungee is fastened with a high quality 
snap hook to your PFD, while the other 
end has a swivel snap hook which avoids 
the leash from tangling itself if rotated.
Choose between 5 colors, from High-Viz 
lime & orange to dark green.

Accessories



The AIR seat is now available for all Point 65 Kayak models! The 
ergonomically designed Point 65 AIR seat with pneumatically 
adjustable leg-lifter, hip pads and backrest was first introduced for the 
XO GTE models and has gradually been extended to all of our models! 
The AIR seat technology gives you an extremely comfortable and 
perfectly adjustable seating position. 

The seat covers are made of highly durable, comfortable, dark gray, 
honeycomb patterned 4-way stretch Ripstop and a mesh-like fabric 

which is laminated and molded over EVA foam which makes it almost 
unaffected by water and allows for many hours of comfortable 
paddling no matter what the weather conditions are. 

The revolutionary Point 65 AIR Seat is not only remarkably 
comfortable. It is also a high-performance seat that does not inhibit 
the paddler’s movement, helping instead to find the perfect paddling 
position. 

The Point 65 AIR seat  
- you’ll never want to leave the cockpit...

AIR seat including 4 Airbags in GTE versions  
of XO11 & XO13 

Foldable AIR seat in Tequila! GTX  
& Tequila! GTX Angler

AIR backrest in Whisky 16, SeaCruiser,   
Martini GTX, Martini GTX Angler & Mercury GTX
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